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According to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons (ASPS), more than 76,000 cosmetic surgical procedures were performed on teens ages 13 to 19 in 2011, accounting for 5% of all cosmetic surgical procedures performed in the United States that year.1 Breast augmentation and breast reduction (in adolescent boys) were among the top five procedures performed on teens.1 Surgeons and mental health professionals have long been interested in the psychological characteristics and the psychosocial outcomes of adults who undergo plastic surgery, which has led to a relatively well-developed body of literature.2,3 In contrast, there has been very little research on the psychological characteristics of adolescents who seek plastic surgery and, similarly little thoughtful consideration of the appropriateness of performing these procedures on individuals whose bodies and body images are still developing.4

Body image, defined as perceptions and attitudes toward one’s own physical appearance, is the largest contributor to self-esteem and self-concept among children and adolescents.5 Adolescence is a key time in body-image development because of the normative developmental challenges that influence and are influenced by body image, such as pubertal development, identity formation, and emergence of sexuality.5 Body image may motivate many self-improvement behaviors, including dieting, exercise, and plastic surgery.2,3 Among adult cosmetic surgery patients, studies have documented increased body image dissatisfaction prior to surgery6,7 and improvements in body image within the first two postoperative years.8,9 Far less is known about body image concerns among adolescent plastic surgery patients. In one of the few studies of adolescent plastic surgery patients, adolescents reported increased body-image dissatisfaction with the feature for which they desired treatment.10 The majority of adolescents were judged to be psychologically healthy, and they reported postoperative satisfaction with their appearance and improved self-confidence.11 Thus, there is preliminary evidence to suggest that adolescent patients are similar to adults in that the majority appear to be psychologically appropriate for surgery and may experience psychological benefit postoperatively. Nonetheless, plastic surgery may not be appropriate for all adolescents who request it, and there are some important developmental, legal, and ethical issues related to adolescent plastic surgery populations that require careful consideration.
Here we review the psychological aspects of cosmetic and reconstructive surgical breast procedures, including augmentation mammoplasty, gynecomastia correction, breast reduction, and asymmetry correction, as they pertain to adolescents. We also examine the legal and ethical considerations related to plastic surgery and adolescents. We conclude with strategies for clinical management.

**Psychological Aspects of Cosmetic and Reconstructive Procedures**

**Cosmetic Procedures**

**Breast Augmentation**

Approximately 8,000 young women ages 13 to 19 underwent breast augmentation in 2011, accounting for 3% of the 307,000 women who had the procedure in the same year. The enduring popularity of breast augmentation surprises many individuals, particularly given that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not approved breast implants for use in adolescents under the age of 18 due to concerns that they may not yet have finished physical development or have the emotional maturity to manage the physical and psychological outcomes of surgery. For similar reasons, the ASPS does not endorse the use of breast implants for cosmetic purposes in adolescents under the age of 18. Despite these recommendations, it is still possible for surgeons to perform cosmetic breast augmentation on patients under 18 years of age with parental consent as an off-label use of the device. Breast implants may also be used to correct congenital or acquired breast deformities (see Asymmetry Correction section below).

There is limited empirical research investigating the psychological characteristics of young women who undergo breast augmentation, likely related to the controversy surrounding the use of breast implants in adolescents. In contrast, a large body of research has examined the psychosocial characteristics and postoperative outcomes of adult women who receive cosmetic breast implants. Although a full review of this literature is beyond the scope of this article, there are some findings that may have relevance for adolescents who pursue breast augmentation.

Preoperatively, adult women who request breast augmentation typically report heightened dissatisfaction with their breasts. Compared with women who do not have breast implants, women with breast implants are more likely to have had more overall lifetime sexual partners, report a greater use of oral contraceptives, be younger at their first pregnancy, and have a history of terminated pregnancies as compared with other women. They also have been found to be more frequent users of alcohol and tobacco, as well as to have a higher divorce rate. Finally, they have been reported to have a below-average body weight, leading to concern that some may be experiencing eating disorders.

Postoperatively, the vast majority of women appear to be satisfied with the outcome of breast augmentation, and there is some evidence for improvements in self-esteem and depressive symptoms. Women who undergo breast augmentation also report improvements in their body image postoperatively. Body-image improvements, however, may be tempered by the occurrence of a postoperative complication, which occurs in 24 to 31% of patients.

Most notably, several studies have found that the suicide rate among adult breast augmentation patients is two to three times higher compared with either patients who underwent other cosmetic surgical procedures or population estimates, though the nature of this relationship is unclear. One study found that women who received breast implants had an increased prevalence of preoperative psychiatric hospitalizations compared with women who underwent other forms of plastic surgery, suggesting that the increase suicide rate may reflect some underlying psychopathology rather than a direct relationship with the implants. However, not all of the studies were able to determine whether mental health issues developed before or after surgery. Though equivocal, these findings highlight the need for young women and adolescents seeking cosmetic breast augmentation to be screened for depression and substance use, as well as disorders with body-image components, such as eating disorders and body dysmorphic disorder. Adolescents with a history of psychiatric hospitalizations or psychopathology should have a mental health evaluation prior to breast augmentation surgery.

**Reconstructive Procedures**

**Gynecomastia Correction**

In 2011, over 14,000 breast reduction procedures were performed in the United States on adolescent boys for the correction of gynecomastia. Physiological (e.g., imbalance of estrogen and androgen) and pathological (e.g., endocrine disorders, tumors, substance abuse) etiologies of gynecomastia have been identified. Surgical correction is aimed at male chest contour reconstruction, histological clarification of suspicious breast lesions, and reduction of pain and discomfort associated with hypertrophic breast tissue. Surgical correction can result in significant functional and aesthetic improvements for affected individuals.

Emotional distress and shame about appearance are considered to be indications for surgery. Adolescent boys with this condition frequently experience significant psychosocial problems because of the gender-incongruent appearance of their chests, including low self-esteem, body-image disturbances, and teasing related to breast enlargement. Many affected adolescent boys camouflage the appearance of their chests by wearing loose or oversized shirts or binding their chests with tape or other restrictive materials. Avoidance of situations and activities in which their chest may be exposed (e.g., locker room, athletic activities) is also common. Case reports have described social isolation, eating pathology, depressive symptoms, and social anxiety among affected adolescent boys. A recent retrospective study of 24 adolescent boys ages 10 to 18 seeking surgery for gynecomastia correction found that 100% of patients met diagnostic criteria for a formal psychiatric condition, primarily adjustment disorder, but also anxiety...
disorders and dysthymia, and reported significantly higher levels of anxiety, depression, and social phobia compared with the general population.26

Though many of the psychosocial problems associated with gynecomastia are thought to resolve postoperatively, empirical evaluation of postoperative psychosocial outcomes is very limited. Clinical experience suggests that surgery does not improve psychosocial functioning for all. Surgery results in some degree of scarring that can be problematic for some patients. Furthermore, some patients report dissatisfaction with their postoperative outcome even after technically successful procedures.23,24 Such reports suggest that psychosocial factors such as body image may play an important role in predicting postoperative outcomes. Another underinvestigated issue is substance use and abuse. Marijuana, anabolic steroids, and other drugs can cause gynecomastia,21 and substance use can be a marker for psychiatric problems. More research is clearly needed to examine the pre- and postoperative psychosocial functioning of adolescent boys with gynecomastia.

Female Breast Reduction Surgery

In 2010, 4,645 adolescent girls underwent breast reduction surgery, also known as reduction mammoplasty, to treat macromastia or juvenile breast hypertrophy.27 Most candidates desire to have breasts of average size that are proportional to the rest of their bodies. Young women seeking breast reduction commonly report pain and discomfort associated with the size of their breasts as a primary motivation for surgery, including significant back and neck pain, headaches due to neck strain, grooving in their shoulders from bra straps, rashes and skin breakdown, poor posture, and in extreme cases, scoliosis.28,29 These symptoms can contribute to interference with participation in sports and exercise. In addition, many young women with macromastia report difficulty finding bras, swimsuits, tops, and dresses that fit and are fashionable among peers.

Significant psychosocial concerns, including body-image dissatisfaction, symptoms of anxiety and depression, low self-esteem, and social isolation may also influence the decision to reduce breast size, particularly among younger women.30 Teasing and bullying from peers and unwanted attention, particularly from adolescent boys, can be significant concerns for affected girls. For optimal surgical results, many surgeons delay breast reduction surgery until the late teens, when breast development is completed. In cases where symptoms are severe, surgery may be performed earlier, though subsequent changes in breast size and shape have been reported.31

Adolescent girls with macromastia report lower self-esteem and health-related quality of life, greater symptoms of pain and discomfort associated with their breasts, and higher risk of eating-disordered thoughts and behaviors compared with peers without macromastia.32 Studies suggest that breast-reduction patients are highly satisfied with their postoperative outcomes, with greater than 90% reporting that they would have surgery again or recommend it to others.33,34 Postoperative improvements in self-esteem, body image, anxiety, depressive symptoms, and quality of life have also been reported.30,35–37

Macromastia is often associated with obesity. Greater than 30% of adults with macromastia are obese.38,39 A recent study of adolescents with macromastia found a similar rate of overweight and obesity, but also found that the negative impacts of macromastia on health-related quality of life, self-esteem, and breast symptoms were independent of weight.32 In studies of women with macromastia and obesity, weight loss has been shown to be an ineffective nonsurgical tool for reducing symptoms associated with macromastia, making surgery the treatment of choice for women.40 Though no similar standards of care currently exist for adolescent women, some studies indicate that much like adult patients, adolescent patients have successful outcomes with reduction mammoplasty,29,41–43 and satisfaction with postoperative results may persist into adulthood.42,44 Postoperatively, decreased physical symptoms and improvements in body image may allow adolescent girls to more easily engage in exercise and healthy weight maintenance behaviors, though empirical studies have yet to be conducted.

Macromastia has also been associated with eating disorders.45,46 In two case series exploring the effects of breast reduction in adolescent and young adult women with bulimia nervosa, patients attributed their eating disordered behaviors to a desire to reduce the size of their breasts and to achieve a more proportionate body.45,46 Most patients experienced postoperative improvements in their eating-disorder symptoms, which were evident up to 10 years postoperatively.47 These findings suggest that large breast size may play a role in the etiology of eating disorders for some women, and breast-reduction surgery may play a role in reducing eating pathology. Given that these findings are based on case reports, it is premature to conclude that breast-reduction surgery is an effective treatment for eating pathology. However, mental health professionals should be aware of the risk for eating disorders in this patient population.

Breast Asymmetry Correction

Hypoplastic breast anomalies can have congenital, developmental, or acquired etiologies and range from slight underdevelopment to complete absence of the breast tissue.21,48,49 Typically, breast hypoplasia manifests unilaterally, leading to breast asymmetry. Although most young adolescents will have some breast asymmetry because of familial or genetic factors influencing puberty’s timing and breast growth rate, asymmetry is eventually achieved in 75% of women by late adolescence.21 However, for adolescents with one or more cup-size disparity, a unilateral augmentation or reduction, or some combination of procedures, may be recommended. Surgical intervention in younger patients is often delayed due to concerns about disrupting subsequent breast development or weight changes in adolescence and early adulthood, which might compromise postoperative cosmetic outcomes.50 Reconstruction efforts are generally focused on achieving natural-appearing symmetric breasts48 and are often indicated to address psychosocial distress associated with breast hypoplasia.51 Unfortunately, statistics are not
available regarding the number of breast asymmetry-correction procedures performed each year in the United States.

Although anecdotal reports suggest that breast-size discrepancies in adolescents can lead to ridicule, low confidence, social withdrawal, and depression, and thus significantly impact quality of life, empirical investigation of psychosocial functioning in adolescents undergoing breast reconstruction for asymmetry is exceedingly limited. One retrospective study of 14 women under age 25 who underwent staged reconstruction with tissue expansion to correct severe breast asymmetry (e.g., Poland syndrome) found that most were satisfied with their surgical outcome; however, objective measures of satisfaction or psychosocial outcomes were not used. There is a clear need for additional empirical research exploring the psychosocial status and body-image concerns among young women undergoing reconstructive surgery for breast hypoplasia.

**Legal and Ethical Issues Related to the Clinical Management of the Adolescent Breast Surgery Patient**

Adolescents represent a special plastic surgery patient population because they are still experiencing physical and psychological growth and development. As such, there are unique developmental, ethical, and legal concerns that should be taken into consideration when breast procedures are requested by adolescents. Here, we describe some of the challenges inherent to performing breast surgery in adolescents and detail some of the factors that should be evaluated preoperatively, namely knowledge of the procedure and informed consent, motivations and expectations for surgery, psychological functioning, and body image.

**Legal and Ethical Considerations**

Adolescence is a developmental stage characterized by significant physical, psychological, cognitive, and social changes, which result in vulnerabilities to peer influences and body-image fluctuations. Although adolescents are experiencing emerging autonomy in a variety of areas, they are still typically dependent on their parents or guardians for physical, emotional, and financial support. Furthermore, there is now a growing body of literature that suggests that adolescents’ cognitive abilities, including the ability to consider long-term consequences for one’s actions, are still developing. Adolescence is known to be a time when individuals often engage in risky behavior (e.g., experimentation with drugs and alcohol) and may have a difficult time appreciating long-term consequences of behavior (e.g., engaging in unprotected sexual intercourse may lead to disease or pregnancy). Indeed, studies of brain development indicate that the regions of the brain in the prefrontal cortex that are responsible for inhibiting risky behavior are not fully developed until the early to mid-20s. It is also notable that many psychiatric disorders (e.g., mood and psychotic disorders) often emerge during adolescence. All of these issues can potentially impact and limit an adolescent’s ability to make an informed decision about plastic surgery and accurately appreciate the short- and long-term risks and benefits of these procedures.

Because of these vulnerabilities, adolescents under the age of 18 legally cannot consent for surgery; parents or legal guardians must provide consent, although adolescents between the ages of 12 to 17 years should be able to give assent for the procedure. These concerns also underpin the FDA’s restrictions on the use of saline implants for women under 18 and use of silicone implants for women under 22 as well as the recommendation from ASPS that cosmetic breast augmentation should be reserved for individuals 18 years of age and older.

From an ethical standpoint, surgeons should be mindful of the principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmalefance, and justice when deciding whether to perform breast procedures for adolescent patients. Autonomy reflects the view that the patient shares responsibility for decision making about procedures along with the surgeon, provided that they are adequately informed about the risks and benefits of the procedure that they seek. As noted above, adolescents may not be able to fully appreciate the risks and benefits of plastic surgery. Ethically, surgeons are responsible for providing patients and their parents/guardians with accurate information about the desired procedure and for making a determination of the patient’s ability to consent to surgery before agreeing to perform surgical procedures on an adolescent.

Beneficence refers to the surgeon’s duty to act in the patient’s best interests and to maximize benefit to the patient. To date, there is no data supporting the long-term psychosocial benefits of plastic surgery. However, as reviewed above, there is evidence that adolescents with breast anomalies often experience significant appearance-related distress preoperatively and there is some evidence for postoperative psychosocial improvements. Thus, surgeons should consider if the benefits of the procedure outweigh the risks of operating on an adolescent during a period of rapid physical and psychological development. In some instances, delaying surgery until the patient is more physically or emotionally mature may be the most ethical decision even if the patient disagrees with the surgeon’s assessment of readiness.

Similarly, nonmalefance is the principle that reflects the duty of the surgeon to not cause harm to a patient. For example, operating on adolescent patients with unrealistic expectations or psychiatric disorders such as body dysmorphic disorder may ultimately do more harm than good for the patient. Likewise, performing surgery because a patient demands it even though they have a poor understanding of the long-term impact of surgery may also expose the patient to harm financially, psychologically, and physically.

Finally, the principle of justice or fairness can also factor into the treatment of adolescent patients. Inequities related to access to care are common and often vary as a function of socioeconomic status and insurance coverage. For example, there is variability among insurance companies with respect to coverage for procedures to correct breast asymmetries and gynecomastia. Adolescents whose families have financial resources may be able to pay for these procedures out of
pocket, whereas others may be unable to afford them or incur debt to pay for them. It is also important to consider whether families understand the long-term financial consequences of having any surgery that involves breast implants, as multiple replacements may be required over the course of the patient’s lifetime.

In summary, adolescent breast surgery patients have specific vulnerabilities that necessitate careful consideration of each individual patient’s physical, psychological, and cognitive maturity. Surgeons who agree to treat adolescents should be mindful of the legal and ethical considerations related to this patient population, not only to maximize benefits for patients, but also to reduce the likelihood of lawsuits and patient dissatisfaction with postoperative outcomes. Plastic surgery should be recommended only for those adolescents who are psychologically stable, able to thoughtfully participate in the surgery decision-making process, and who have realistic expectations and motivations.

Clinical Management and Screening
Cosmetic and reconstructive breast surgery are elective procedures, thus successful outcomes are inherently tied to optimal patient selection. The ASPS’s “Plastic Surgery for Teenagers Briefing Paper” purports that successful outcomes typically occur when (1) the adolescent initiates the request for surgery, (2) the teenager has realistic goals for surgery, and (3) the adolescent has demonstrated maturity and can tolerate the physical and emotional changes associated with surgery. Good clinical management of the adolescent breast surgery patient should include assessment of the patient’s knowledge of the desired procedure, motivations and expectations, psychological status, and body-image concerns.

Knowledge of the Procedure
Although there is no specific procedure for informed consent among adolescents seeking plastic surgery, adolescent patients should be informed about the procedure and its risks in an understandable manner, be given sufficient time to ask questions, and not be subjected to undue pressure to make a decision about a procedure from parents, peers, or providers. Adolescents, as well as their consenting parents/guardians, should be able to articulate a basic understanding of how the procedure will be performed, what recuperation will entail (e.g., length of hospital stay, time off from school or activities), risks, and rates of complications. Alternatives to having surgery, including delaying the timing of surgery until physical maturity is complete or not having surgery at all, should also be discussed. For breast procedures, particularly those involving implants, adolescents and their families should be aware of the possibility for postoperative complications (e.g., scarring, capsular contracture) as well as the possible longer-term effects of breast implants, including those related to sensation, pregnancy, lactation, weight change, and breast cancer screening (e.g., mammograms). They should also be informed of the need to replace implants repeatedly over one’s lifetime, as well as the future financial considerations for surgeries to replace implants and the potential that insurance may not cover these procedures or procedures related to complications. Adolescents or parents who state “I hadn’t thought about that” or “I don’t know” in response to questions or information about breast procedures may benefit from additional time, education, and discussion of risks and benefits before proceeding with surgery.

Motivations and Expectations
Motivations and expectations for breast surgery should be explored carefully with adolescent patients. Although body-image dissatisfaction may play an important role in an adolescent’s decision to undergo breast surgery, other reasons may also serve as motivations to change their appearance. Pressure from parents to improve appearance may play a role, particularly in families in which a parent has had cosmetic procedures. Mass media may also influence adolescents’ interest in breast surgery through promotion of unrealistic images of beauty and stories that highlight the benefits of cosmetic surgery.

Peer pressure can directly or indirectly influence an adolescent’s decision to have breast surgery. Adolescents may suggest plastic surgery to peers who are experiencing appearance dissatisfaction or appearance-based teasing; in some communities, plastic surgery may be seen as a rite of passage or given as a gift for a milestone birthday or graduation. These instances raise concerns about the adolescent’s ability to independently evaluate and understand the long-term risks and benefits of cosmetic procedures.

Inquiring about the timing of surgery can also help identify whether the desire for surgery is motivated by internal factors, such as a desire to improve body image, or by external factors, including a desire to eliminate teasing or please others. Individuals who pursue surgery for purely external reasons may be at risk for poor psychological outcomes. Surgeons should remind adolescents that it is impossible to predict or control how others will respond to their altered appearance. Some adolescents may find that few people notice their changed appearance, while others may receive both positive and negative comments about their postoperative appearance.

Psychological Status and Body Image
It is important that adolescents presenting for breast surgery be screened for any current or past psychological or psychiatric difficulties as the existence of a psychiatric disorder may make it difficult to determine a patient’s ability to make an autonomous decision about surgery and could compromise postoperative outcomes.

Adolescents should be asked about their past and current psychological functioning and any history of psychological or psychiatric treatment. Adolescents should also be screened for depression, anxiety, and substance abuse. Parents/guardians should be asked about their adolescent’s mental health history as well as concerns about their child’s behavior or demeanor. For patients already engaged in psychiatric or psychological treatment, surgeons should ask if their treatment provider is aware of their decision to pursue breast surgery. Mental health providers should be contacted to verify that the timing of the surgery is appropriate.
As reviewed above, adolescents who seek cosmetic and reconstructive breast procedures may be at risk for eating disorders. Patients with a body mass index $< 20$ kg/m² should be asked about recent weight fluctuations, ongoing dieting efforts, binge eating, purging, and other compensatory behaviors. Young women should also be asked about amenorrhea. Adolescents who present with symptoms of any psychiatric disorders should be referred to a mental health professional for additional evaluation and treatment before surgery is offered.

Body image concerns should also be assessed preoperatively. Patients should be asked what aspects of their appearance bother them. Surgeons can initiate a dialogue about body image by asking patients whether their appearance makes them feel self-conscious or isolated, whether they worry a lot about how they look, or if they avoid places or situations because of their appearance difference. Social stigmatization such as teasing should also be evaluated.

Although some degree of body image dissatisfaction is normative among plastic surgery patients, it is possible that some patients presenting for treatment of objectively mild concerns may be suffering from body dysmorphic disorder (BDD). BDD is a psychiatric condition characterized by preoccupation with an imagined or slight defect in appearance that results in significant distress or impairment in functioning. Because some concern about physical appearance is normative during adolescence, it may be challenging to diagnose BDD during this developmental period. Careful assessment of an adolescent’s appearance concerns and their impact on school and social performance is needed to differentiate normal from pathological appearance concerns. Individuals with BDD rarely benefit from plastic surgery and should be referred for further psychological and/or psychiatric evaluation.

**Conclusions**

Each year, thousands of adolescent patients undergo breast surgery to improve their physical functioning and/or appearance. Although research on the psychological impact of these procedures among adolescents is scant, there is evidence that this patient population is at risk for psychological difficulties. Adolescents also have specific developmental vulnerabilities that necessitate careful consideration of each individual’s physical, psychological, and cognitive maturity. Because of these concerns, plastic surgeons should carefully assess each adolescent’s knowledge of the procedure, motivations and expectations, as well as psychological stability prior to surgery. Collaboration with mental health professionals is recommended to maximize outcomes for adolescent patients and minimize risks to the plastic surgeon.
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